Background: In the present study, three-dimensional application of confocal microscope is explored. The aim is to determine the sequence of intersecting lines written on a questioned document as a non-destructive technique. The authors have tested the Nikon confocal A1 microscope on two major criteria. The criterion 1 focuses on the analysis of homogenous intersecting lines, whereas the criterion 2 focuses on the effect of pen pressure on the sequence of the strokes. Fifty-four and 42 samples from criterion 1 and criterion 2 respectively were examined. All the intersecting strokes were homogeneous and in either black-or blue-coloured ink. They were made from glycolbased (ballpoint pen) and liquid-based (fountain pen and gel pen) inks. Result: The authors were able to determine the correct sequence of homogeneous intersecting lines in 81 and 83% of the average data of samples for criterion 1 (the analysis of homogenous intersecting lines) and criterion 2 (the effect of pen pressure on the sequence of the strokes) respectively. Conclusion: The confocal microscope proved to be a reliable and precise technique for analysing the homogeneous intersected lines made by any pen pressure beyond all the errors during interpretation.
Background
Determining the correct chronological order of sequence of strokes and finding the appropriate technique for examination of such cases is a challenging task. During the investigation of fraudulent documents, the sequence of two ink strokes can impart vital information (Berx and Kinder 2002) . Many conventional techniques present in the domain of Forensic Questioned Document, namely 2-D imaging (Saini et al. 2009; Fabianska and Kunicki 2003) and lifting technique (Leung and Leung 1997; Koons 1985; Igoe and Reynolds 1982) can be used to determine the sequence of strokes. 2D imaging technique misses out on the accuracy aspect when the intersecting pen strokes are made from homogeneous strokes (Spagnolo 2006) . The main disadvantage of 2D imaging technique is that the darker or heavier ink line may appear above the lighter ink line, irrespective of the correct order of the stroke. It may create an optical illusion in the mind of the examiner leading to errors in the interpretation (Bojko et al. 2008) . Further, the dispersion of ink particles from the previous ink line to the latter ink line creates doubts in the mind of the examiner (Claybourn and Ansell 2000) .
To deal with homogeneous intersecting strokes, non-contact techniques, also known as 3D imaging techniques are used. These techniques are a reliable alternative to conventional 2D techniques and are becoming popular in the domain of Forensic Questioned Document (Heikkinen et al. 2010) . A few studies have used laser scanning confocal microscopy and 3D laser profilometry to determine the sequence of strokes (Berx and Kinder 2002; Heikkinen et al. 2010; Cheng et al. 1998) . One of the most significant advantages of 3D imaging technology is that it allows the examiner to analyse the questioned document further under other techniques without any damage or modification to documents (Spagnolo et al. 2005) . Additionally, 3D imaging techniques do not require any sample preparation. These are non-destructive in nature and are not affected by the type of pen, type and colour of ink, and pen pressure applied while making a fraudulent document (Spagnolo 2006; Ahvenainen et al. 2010; Poulin 1996) . Study inferences the differences in the school of thoughts on the effect of pen pressure on 3D imaging techniques (Berx and Kinder 2005; Montani et al. 2012) . The pen pressure can profoundly impact the underlying paper surface. Amount of pressure applied to the tip of the pen during the process of writing creates grooves in the paper surface. The higher the pen pressure, the deeper are the grooves, and in the case of low pen pressure, shallow grooves are formed (Ahvenainen et al. 2010 ).
In the current study, the authors aim to evaluate the efficiency of 3D imaging. The power of Nikon A1 confocal microscope to overcome the investigation challenges of homogeneity of crossed strokes and the strokes from low pen pressure is examined. To obtain conclusive results related to factors as mentioned above, the authors have studied two objectives-examining the sequence of homogenous intersecting strokes (criterion 1) and determine the effect of pen pressure on the sequence of strokes (criterion 2).
Availability of data and material
All data generated and analysed during this study has been included in this published article.
Material and methods

Instrument
Nikon A1 confocal microscope was used to conduct the experiments. It comprises of a resonant scanner which together with a non-resonant scanner provides high resolution for capturing images. It uses four PMT (photomultiplier tube) detectors which allow excitation of the sample up to four lasers, which means that simultaneous excitation of the sample can be done by using up to four lasers at a time (Heikkinen et al. 2010) . All the samples were examined at 415-495 nm wavelength. The step size to analyse each sample was 10 μm, with 51 frames captured for each step size producing a three-dimensional image (z sectioning). Two types of images were obtained for each analysed sample-the first one was three-dimensional and the second was an image captured in all the channels like TD (transmission detector), DAPI (′6-diamidino-2-phenylindole) and FITC (fluorescein isothiocyanate). A picture of a Nikon A1 confocal microscope is depicted in Fig. 1 .
Samples
Sample preparation for criterion 1
Following parameters were used in making the samples 
Sample details
All samples for criterion 1 and criterion 2 were prepared from the same model (Fig. 4a) . In each sample, firstly 5000 was written, and the signature was placed above 5000. Then, one was added between 5 and the first 0; it means the numbers 5 and 0 are below the stroke of the signature, and 1 is above the stroke of the signature. Figure 4b represents the sequence in which the area of interest was created. In the figure, the sequence is represented by 1, 2, 3 and 4. The prepared samples were then placed on top of standard glass slides, and using transparent cello tape, the ends of the sample were stuck to a glass slide. Fixing of the sample on the glass slide was done to ensure that the sample does not get displaced and focused images can be captured under the Nikon A1 confocal microscope. Results and discussion
Analysis of the intersecting homogenous strokes
After examining the samples with a Nikon A1 confocal microscope, it is evident that the Nikon A1 confocal microscope can accurately determine the sequence of the intersecting lines made from the same type and colour of ink. The results were labelled as confident and not confident. These terms indicate positive to negative results. About 80% of the samples gave confident results, and the rest belonged to the non-confident category.
The results of criterion 1 are presented in Table 1 . Examination of the sequence of homogenous strokes is one of the most concerned areas in forensic document examination. Because of the degree of human subjectivity involved, it has the potential to create doubt in the mind of the researcher and may lead to an incorrect conclusion. The three-dimensional analysis of intersecting strokes assisted the study by helping in forming a definite opinion on the determination of the sequence of the strokes made by homogenous inks. Two types of images were captured using the Nikon A1 confocal microscope: the first one is a three-dimensional image (Figs. 5b, 6b and 7b) , and the second one was taken in different channels like DAPI, FITC and TD. The best results were seen in the TD channel (Figs. 5a, 6a and 7a ). Three types of writing instrument were used for the homogenous intersected strokes-ballpoint pen, the gel pen and the fountain pen. Black and blue colours were used. An optimum amount of pen pressure was applied for the samples of criterion 1. The three-dimensional image was very valuable, as the grooves made by the writing instrument on the paper were visible and the sequence of pen strokes made on the paper could be identified. The sequence of the intersecting lines was determined by examining the continuity of the latter ink line over the former ink line. Presence of edge marks in the latter pen line was observed which indicated that it interrupted the former ink line (Berx and Kinder 2002) . In the Figs. 5a, 6a and 7a, the interpretation was made on the basis of continuity of the second ink line over the first ink line at the point of intersection. The continuity phenomena of the latter ink line are marked with the red-coloured arrow. In the 3D images, former ink line can be easily seen beneath the latter ink line, and the difference in the levels of both the ink line at the point of intersection is marked with the blue-coloured arrow in the Figs. 5b, 6b and 7b.
Since the time of intersection between the two lines is less than 5 s, the ink particles of the former ink line get dragged into the latter ink line. This could have led to the non-confident results. In this case, the dragged ink particles were of the same type and colour, thus making the examination even more difficult. Hence, it was not possible to differentiate the edge marks of both the ink lines. The success rate of the positive examination of the sequence of strokes is in the following order-ballpoint pen > fountain pen > gel pen. It was observed that the intersections made by black-coloured ink gave better results as compared to the intersections made by blue-coloured ink.
During the examination of the samples made from blue gel pen, it was observed that the colour of the ink appeared as off-white on the surface of the paper, so differentiation between the ink line of blue gel pen and paper could not be adequately made. Figure 8a , b in TD channel and 3D image respectively depict a blue gel pen sample observed under Nikon A1 confocal microscope. In both the images, one ink line is marked with a green arrow and the other one with a black arrow. Therefore, the results were termed as the non-confident.
Confocal microscope enabled the authors to take high-resolution three-dimensional images of small sections of the samples.
Effect of pen pressure on sequence of the strokes
The second aspect which was analysed was the effect of different types of pen pressure on the sequence of strokes. The impact of the pen pressure on the sequence of the strokes can be seen in Table 2 . Total 42 samples made from black-coloured ink were examined under the Nikon A1 confocal microscope. Samples made with heavy pen pressure gave the best results followed by samples made with medium and light pen pressure. The authors were able to find the correct chronological sequence of homogeneous intersected lines in 76% of the samples made from black Cello Pinpoint ball pen and 90% of the samples made from black Cello Butter flow gel pen. The rest of the samples gave the inconclusive result. Two types of images were captured using the Nikon A1 confocal microscope; the first one is a three-dimensional image (Figs. 9b, 10b and 11b) , and the second one was taken in different channels like DAPI, figure FITC and TD. The best results were seen in the TD channel (Figs. 9a, 10a and 11a) .
Every writer applies a specific amount of pressure while writing, which is characteristic of an individual's handwriting. Pen pressure can be classified into three categories-light, medium and heavy. These pen pressure were applied while making the intersecting lines in a sample. The pressure of the pen while writing is related to the speed of writing. Usually, in the case of light pen pressure, the speed will be relatively fast and will decrease with increase in the amount of pen pressure. Heavy pen pressure had the maximum effect on the sequence of strokes. In this case, the writing will be slow, and the amount of ink entering into the paper will be more as compared to fast writing. Generally, the heavy deposition of the ink makes the examination process even more difficult as under the normal microscope the heavier ink line is seen on the top, even if the ink line is not above the former ink line (Ellen 2006) . It was observed that the said ink deposition factor did not affect the examination process and the authors were able to find the exact order of intersected lines using a Nikon A1 confocal microscope. In the Figs. 9a, 10a and 11a, the interpretation was made on the basis of continuity of the second ink line over the first ink line at the point of intersection. The continuity phenomena of the latter ink line are marked with a red-coloured arrow. In the 3D figures, former ink line can be easily seen beneath the latter ink line, and the difference in the levels of both the ink line at the point of intersection is marked with the blue-coloured arrow in the Figs. 9b, 10b and 11b. It was also observed that the effect of medium pen pressure and light pen pressure on the examination of the sequence of the strokes was minimal, despite the fact that dragging of pigment from one line to another line was observed. The three-dimensional images were found to be very useful in determining the correct chronological sequence of the intersecting lines irrespective of the amount of applied pen pressure while writing. Pen pressure formed a groove on the surface of the paper, and the depth of the groove depends on the amount of pen pressure applied. The higher the pen pressure, the deeper will be the depth of the groove and higher are the chances of determining the sequence of strokes (Daéid et al. 2008) . The writing instrument used in making the samples also affected the groove formed from the pen pressure. It was observed that the grooves formed by ballpoint pen were wider and deeper due to the size of the ball sphere present on its tip, as compared to the gel pen.
Conclusion
Overall, the Nikon A1 confocal microscope is a versatile instrument for the analysis of the sequence of strokes. The properties of the confocal microscope assisted in the examination process, especially the three-dimensional images were helpful in examining the sequence of the strokes made by homogeneous ink. The three-dimensional analysis also proved advantageous in determining the exact sequence of intersecting strokes irrespective of the amount of pen pressure applied while writing. The three-dimensional images aided in visualising the two-dimensional features of intersecting lines using three-dimensional features like depth of grooves formed by the tip of the pen. The confocal microscope is highly recommended for examining the sequence of the strokes made in black-coloured ink. The confocal microscopy is a total non-destructive technique and requires very minimal sample preparation. As discussed in the previous studies, it gives verifiable results even in low pen pressure. The only disadvantage of the confocal microscope is that it takes time to analyse the sample. Further studies are being conducted to analyse the intersecting strokes made using different brands of blue gel pens. 
